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CDSB is an international consortium of
business and environmental NGOs. We are
committed to advancing and aligning the
global mainstream corporate reporting
model to equate the relevance of information
about business’ use of and effect on natural
capital with the relevance of information
about financial capital for understanding
corporate performance.
We do this by offering companies a
framework for reporting environmental
information with the same rigour as financial
information. In turn this helps them to provide
investors with decision-useful environmental
information via the mainstream corporate
report, enhancing the efficient allocation
of capital. Regulators also benefit from
compliance-ready reporting materials.
Recognising that information about natural
capital and financial capital is equally essential
for an understanding of corporate performance,
our work builds the trust and transparency
needed to foster resilient capital markets.
Collectively, we aim to contribute to more
sustainable economic, social and
environmental systems.

CDP, formerly Carbon Disclosure Project, is an
international, not-for-profit organization
providing the global system for companies,
cities, states and regions to measure, disclose,
manage and share vital environmental
information.
CDP, voted number one climate research
provider by investors, works with 827
institutional investors with assets of US$100
trillion, to motivate companies to disclose
their impacts on the environment and natural
resources and take action to reduce them.
More than 5,600 companies disclosed
environmental information through CDP in
2015, of which nearly 1,800 companies
disclosed to CDP Europe, part of the CDP
worldwide network.
CDP now holds the most comprehensive
collection globally of primary corporate
environmental data and puts these insights at
the heart of strategic business, investment
and policy decisions.
For more information, visit cdp.net/europe or
follow us @CDP.

For more information, visit cdsb.net or follow
us @CDSBGlobal.
We welcome your input and discussions.
If you would like to comment on this document,
please contact us at info@cdsb.net.

Copyright © 2016 Climate Disclosure Standards Board (CDSB) and CDP Worldwide (Europe)
gGmbH . All rights reserved. Dissemination of the contents of this Framework is encouraged.
Please give full acknowledgement of the source when reproducing extracts in other published
work. No responsibility for any person acting or refraining to act as a result of material in this
document can be accepted by the Climate Disclosure Standards Board or CDP Worldwide
(Europe) gGmbH.
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The Directive
The Directive 2014/95/EU on the disclosure of
non-financial and diversity information (NFR
Directive), amends the Accounting Directive
2013/34/EU to require certain large companies to
disclose information on policies, risks and outcomes
as regards environmental matters, social and
employee aspects, respect for human rights,
anticorruption and bribery issues, and diversity in
their board of directors.
Following its adoption by the European Parliament
and the Council in 2014, EU Member States are
required to transpose the NFR Directive into
national legislation by 6th of December 2016.
As governments work on the transposition of the
directive, this document sets out a series of
examples from annual reports of European
companies to show how companies could respond
to these upcoming requirements.

The CDSB Framework sets out an approach for
reporting environmental information through
mainstream reporting channels, such as the
management report referenced in the NFR
Directive. We have therefore used the CDSB
Framework’s reporting requirements and principles
as criteria for identifying examples of reporting
practice that meet the environmental reporting
requirements of the NFR Directive. For each
example, we identify helpful characteristics and also
areas for improvement to increase the consistency,
comparability and clarity of the reported
information.
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About the Non-Financial Reporting Directive
Where to report?
Affected companies have to include a
consolidated non-financial statement in the
management report or the consolidated
management report for corporate groups.
This shall also, where appropriate, include
references to, and additional explanations of,
amounts reported in the consolidated financial
statements.

and how the group manages those risks;

There is no specific requirement on whether to
report this information in a separate section in,
or throughout the annual report. The Directive
states that if companies prepare a separate
report corresponding to the same financial year,
Member States may exempt the undertaking
from reporting this information in their annual
report. We encourage companies to report
non-financial information in their annual
reports, as this allows investors to assess the
relationships between specific non-financial
matters and an organization’s overall strategy,
performance and prospects, providing a more
holistic picture of the relationships between
factors that affect their ability to create value.

Which companies will be included?
The NFR Directive applies to “large
undertakings or parent undertakings of a group
exceeding on their balance sheet … [an] …
average number of 500 employees during the
financial year”.2

What to report?
“Information to the extent necessary for an
understanding of the group’s development,
performance, position and impact of its activity,
relating to, as a minimum, environmental, social
and employee matters, respect for human
rights, anti-corruption and bribery matters,
including:

The Directive states however that this
categorisation should not prevent organisations
that are not subject to this directive.

(a) a brief description of the group’s business
model;
(b) a description of the policies pursued by the
group in relation to those matters, including due
diligence processes implemented;
(c) the outcome of those policies;
(d) the principal risks related to those matters
linked to the group’s operations including,
where relevant and proportionate, its business
relationships, products or services which are
likely to cause adverse impacts in those areas,

(e) non-financial key performance indicators
relevant to the particular business.
Where the group does not pursue policies in
relation to one or more of those matters, the
consolidated non-financial statement shall
provide a clear and reasoned explanation for
not doing so.” 1

Article 19a of the amended Accounting
Directive applies to large undertakings and
Article 29a corresponds to parent undertakings
of large groups.
Public-interest entities are “entities governed by
the law of a Member State whose transferable
securities are admitted to trading on a
regulated market of any Member State”3

Timeline
Member States will have to transpose the
directive by 6th December 2016 and introduce
legislation that applies to relevant companies
for the financial year starting on 1st January
2017, or during the calendar year 2017.
A report by 6th December 2018 will review
the effectiveness of the Directive and may be
accompanied by legislative proposals.
1 European Parliament & Council 2014, Directive 2014/95/Eu Of The
European Parliament And Of The Council of 22 October 2014 amending
Directive 2013/34/EU as regards disclosure of non-financial and diversity
information by certain large undertakings and groups. Available at: http://
eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32014L0095
2 ibid.
3 European Parliament & Council 2006, Directive 2006/43/Ec Of The
European Parliament And Of The Council Of 17 May 2006 on statutory
audits of annual accounts and consolidated accounts, amending Council
Directives 78/660/EEC and 83/349/EEC and repealing Council Directive
84/253/EEC. Available at: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/
TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32006L0043

Chapter 2

Case studies
The following examples are for illustrative
purposes only. They are designed to help
companies develop their reporting practice in
line with the expectations of the NFR Directive.
However, local implementation of the Directive
might introduce variations at national level.
Companies must comply with applicable
legislation.
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Background
Given that the transposed requirements of the NFR Directive are not yet in force in most EU
Member States, these examples may not comply with the eventual requirements in each EU
Member State once implemented. They are however appropriate examples to highlight certain
elements that may be useful for effective reporting under the Directive. Recommendations
throughout the report provide additional tips and highlight examples that are especially useful in
providing decision-useful information. The examples below are focused solely on environmental
matters, but some recommendations may also be useful for reporting other non-financial
information.
The requirements of the NFR Directive are mapped to the corresponding requirements and
principles of the CDSB Framework, as well as the corresponding questions of the CDP Climate,
Forest and Water Information Requests to help companies reduce the reporting burden and
ensure that information is connected across various reporting channels.
Each section corresponds to a requirement outlined in Article 19a and its equivalent in Article 29a
of the Accounting Directive (2013/34/EU).

(a) A brief description of the undertaking’s business model
In the following examples, we illustrate the way in which some businesses expressed and
communicated their business model. Many of these descriptions are in line with the International
Integrated Reporting Framework’s input, activities, output, outcome model, describing how
various capitals are transformed by the business. It is clear from the variation of approaches that
there are different ways to approach this.

NFR Directive

CDSB requirements

CDP questionnaires

Brief description of the
undertaking’s business model

REQ 6 – Outlook

CC0.1, F0.1, F0.2, W0.1

Good practice examples
• The use of the International <IR> Framework guidance and structure to include the different capitals
as inputs and outputs (Eni S.p.A);
• Inputs, outputs and outcomes to the model are included (Eni S.p.A); and

Key
Each example contains notes to highlight areas of good practice for reporting in line with the
requirements of the NFR Directive, as well as some areas that may benefit from further
improvement. These are denoted as below:

• The model links with the corporate strategy and includes the value chain (AB Volvo) to demonstrate
connectivity. This can either be presented through the model, or as part of an accompanying
narrative as shown in the Volvo example.
Recommendations
• We recommend using the IIRC’s guidance on the business model; and

+ Example of good practice
– Area for improvement

• Link your business model to the company’s strategy and policies.

Examples used
The sample used contains mostly EU incorporated companies (with the exception of Norsk Hydro,
Norway) from a broad range of Member States with diverse policy frameworks.

Report examples used

Country of origin

AB Volvo, 2015

Sweden

Eni S.p.A, 2015

Italy

Norsk Hydro ASA, 2014 & 2015

Norway*

Mondi Plc, 2015

Austria

PostNord AB, 2015

Sweden/Denmark

Titan Cement Company SA, 2014

Greece

BP Plc, 2015

United Kingdom

Daimler AG, 2015

Germany

BHP Billiton Plc, 2015

United Kingdom

Pennon Group Plc, 2015

United Kingdom

Marks and Spencer Plc, 2015

United Kingdom

PKN Orlen SA, 2014

Poland

AkzoNobel N.V., 2014

Netherlands

*

* Not an EU Member State, but Norsk Hydro’s Annual Report presents useful examples for this report.
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AB Volvo 2015

+ The narrative in the section that follows, describes this diagram
in more detail and relates each element of the business model to
environmental matters to provide a complete picture.

+ The role of the value chain within the business model is
described in the previous section, as well as linked to specific
outcomes.
A GLOBAL GROUP

+ Pages 18-23 outline some of the company’s strategies which are
situated within the global context.

BUSINESS MODEL
A GLOBAL GROUP

BUSINESS MODEL

VALUE CREATION

VALUE CREATION

CREATING ECONOMIC, SOCIAL
A N D EN V IRO N M EN TA L VA LU E

GOVERNANCE

The Volvo Group’s future success depends on our ability to deliver efficient, innovative

Seizing opportunities and mitigating risks
Achieving our vision is dependent on reaching our wanted
positions, taking our core values into account and adhering to
our Code of Conduct to perform business in a responsible way.
To be aware of the risks and be able to mitigate and prevent
them through a clear governance structure, is also essential.

Vision
Wanted position
Core values
Code of conduct

and sustainable transport solutions that are converted into positive financial performance.
Close collaboration with our key stakeholders enables us to create shared value over time.

RISKS

EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT
Economic
Our financial capital consists of funds derived from net operating profits, share capital, and credit and loan facilities from
financial institutions. We procure close to 2 billion components
for use in automotive production. Steel is the manufactured
resource that we procure in greatest quantity.
Social
Our intellectual assets include our brands and patents, and our
R&D organization, systems and processes. Our skilled, engaged,
diverse workforce of almost 100,000 employees represents
our human capital. Our relationships include long-term partnerships with labor representatives, academic and research
organizations, policy makers, development organizations and
Non Governmental Organizations (NGOs) as well as local
communities in the countries where we operate.

Economic
Our reliable, quality products and services satisfy the needs of
customers in the transport and infrastructure industry for fuel efficiency that reduces operating costs, and increases uptime. Strong
sales coupled with strategic efficiencies enable us to deliver sustainable returns to financial stakeholders and to reinvest in the
development of improved products and services for customers.
Our remanufacturing and recycling operations contribute towards
the circular economy and reduce the need for raw materials.

Investments
VOLVO GROUP

Inputs

1
PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT

2
PURCHASING

3
PRODUCTION

4

5

DISTRIBUTION
AND SERVICE

6

PRODUCTS
IN USE

RE-USE

Environmental
Our production involves the use of various materials, including
metals, such as iron, steel and aluminium. The additional materials are mainly plastic, rubber and electronics components.
Our energy sources include renewable energy from wind and
hydro generation.

Outcomes

Social
Our intellectual assets enable us to offer safer and economically efficient products and services to our customers with lower
environmental impact. Our products and services enable the safe
and efficient distribution of goods and movement of people.
Investing in the health, safety, wellbeing and development
of our employees results in qualitative output with low absence
and no fatal accidents. Our societal engagement activities
create shared value for our company and for society.
Environmental
We are actively reducing the environmental footprint of our
global manufacturing, distribution and operations. Our products
and services reduce the impacts of the transport and construction
industry on the environment. Our leadership encourages more
people and organizations to contribute towards environmental
sustainability and thereby reduced costs.

Stakeholders

Through stakeholder dialogue we understand the internal and external expectations of the Volvo Group, and how
we ensure that our business operations build value both for the company and for society. Our most important
stakeholders are our customers, suppliers, investors, employees, trade unions and the local and global community
where we operate. How we engage with and create value for our stakeholders is described in the shared value
section on page 64.

50

– Narrative provides detailed information. However, this report
may benefit from a summary to make the information more
51
accessible to the user.
– Could benefit from linking KPIs to the business model.
+ Evidence and summary of materiality assessment is provided.
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+ Could benefit from using standard terms such as inputs,
activities, outputs and outcomes.

Eni S.p.A 2015
+ Simple diagram and colours allow the reader to follow various
capitals and content elements.

+ Outlines stocks and flows of capitals and how
business activities are distinct to Eni.
Eni Integrated Annual Report

17

Business model

Business model

Eni’s business model targets long-term value creation
for its stakeholders by delivering on profitability and
growth, efficiency and operational excellence and handling
operational risks of its businesses, as well as environmental
conservation, and local communities relationships,
preserving health and safety of people working in Eni and
with Eni, in respect of human rights, ethics and transparency.
The main capitals used by Eni (financial capital, productive
capital, intellectual capital, natural capital, human
capital, social and relationship capital) are classified in
accordance with the criteria included in the “International
IR Framework” published by the International Integrated
Reporting Council (IIRC). Robust 2015 financial results

and sustainability performance, notwithstanding a weak
scenario for commodities prices, rely on the responsible
and efficient use of our capitals.
Hereunder is articulated the map of the main capitals
exploited by Eni and actions positively effecting on their
quality and availability.
At the same time, the scheme evidences how the efficient
use of capitals and related connections create value for the
company and its stakeholders.
For detailed information on results associated to each capital
and to the way by which each strategic target is achieved
see this Integrated Annual Report and the Integrated
Performance tables.

– Little distinction between different time
horizons (short, medium, long term). This is
partly addressed in the “Outlook” section, but
further clarification could be made.
– Innovation and adaptability could be
developed further.

– Limited discussion on materiality
determination process.
+ Identifies inputs, business activities,
outputs and outcomes through description
of stocks, actions and value creation.
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(b) A description of the policies pursued by the group in relation
to those matters, including due diligence processes implemented

EU environmental reporting handbook
VIABILITY PERFORMANCE
Viability - The Hydro Way

Nosrk Hydro ASA (2015, non-EU example)

Viability - The Hydro Way

To provide clarity on the information that may be reported in accordance with this requirement,
the recommendations and guidance from the CDSB Framework were explored. Information
reported according to this requirement may include, for example, strategies to respond to risks
and opportunities, as well as policies and strategies supported through participation in, or
endorsement of, sustainability initiatives, regulatory or voluntary schemes. Due diligence could
relate to processes adopted by the company, showing its viability and governance.

The Hydro Way is our approach to business. It's an approach
that has lived within Hydro since 1905 and guided our
development over the years. The Hydro Way originates from
our company's identity - our unique set of characteristics and constitutes a way of doing things that differentiates us
from other companies.
The Hydro Way explains how we run our business through:
• Our mission

NFR Directive

CDSB requirements

CDP questionnaires

• Our values
• Our talents

A description of the policies
pursued by the group in
relation to those matters,
including due diligence
processes implemented

REQ 1 – Policy, strategy and
targets

CC2.2, CC2.3, CC3.1, CC3.2

• Our operating model

F8.1, F8.2, F8.3, F8.4, F9.5, F9.6,
F10.2, F10.5

These principles help us set priorities and serve as a reference
point when questions arise. Our mission describes our higher
purpose and is supported by our values and our talents,
which define how we conduct our business:

REQ 6 – Outlook

W6.2, W6.3, W8.1, W9.1

Hydro's mission is to create a more viable society by developing
natural resources and products in innovative and efficient ways.

Good practice examples
• Policy, strategy and targets are clearly stated and explained (Norsk Hyrdo ASA/PostNord AB);

In order to ensure a uniform high standard, Hydro's global
directives lay
down requirements
for our operations, see page
VIABILITY
PERFORMANCE

Increasing recycling of aluminium
164.

• A separate section dedicated to a viability statement, with clearly defined strategies and targets is
also connected to other content elements (Norsk Hydro ASA);

All elements of Hydro's viability performance are integrated
in Hydro's overall group strategy. In addition, we have
specific support strategies e.g. on climate change,
Recycling
environment
and people - as described in this section.

• Materiality assessments and stakeholder engagement provides rationale for the policies and
strategies (Norsk Hydro ASA/Mondi Plc);
• The inclusion of the supply chain within policies and strategies demonstrates management beyond
the financial reporting entity (Norsk Hydro ASA); and

1,000has
metric
tons listed on the Dow Jones Sustainability
Hydro
been
1,500(DJSI) each year since the index series started in
Indices
1999. We are also listed on the corresponding UK index,
FTSE4Good
and the UN Global Compact 100 stock index.
1,000

• Communicating targets, including science-based targets, and outcomes alongside strategy (Mondi
Plc/PostNord AB) demons trates not only performance and progress, but also the criteria and
context against which this is assessed.

Our500reporting approach

We have based our viability reporting on The Hydro Way
since 2004. This, together with risk analyzes and an extensive
0
2013 has, over many
2014
2015
stakeholder dialogue,
years, guided us in
defining the main elements of our reporting:

Recommendations
• Outline policies clearly and provide a forward-looking statement with rationale. This should include
how environmental policies and strategies relate to, or support, the organisation’s overall policies and
strategies, and also demonstrate due diligence; and
• Clear targets, timeline and key performance indicators should be outlined alongside the
environmental strategy to demonstrate how it is measured and resourced.


VIABILITY PERFORMANCE
Increasing recycling of aluminium

• Innovation
In connection with transition to the Global Reporting
Initiative's (GRI) G4 protocol in 2013, we reviewed our
reporting strategy. The main elements are unchanged, but
through a thorough review of our materiality analysis we have
identified which GRI aspects that are most material to report
on as well as other material indicators. The analysis as shown
on the next page is based on the continuous stakeholder
dialogue performed by Hydro with its key stakeholders, and
collected and evaluated by relevant specialists and leaders.
The materiality analysis is updated annually and approved by
Hydro's Corporate Management Board. The most material
aspects related to our viability performance are all included in
the board of directors' report, which gives a high-level
overview of Hydro's strategic direction, strengths and
challenges. This information is further elaborated in other
parts of this annual report and in the GRI index at www.
hydro.com/gri
The information has been reviewed by Hydro's Corporate
Management Board who has also approved this annual
report. The board of directors has approved the complete
board of directors' report including the country by country
report on page 122. Read more about our reporting
principles and materiality process on page 94.
The Viability performance section should be read in context
with the other parts of the annual report, and in particular
with

Resource management

• Letter to shareholders on page 6
Hydro's bauxite mining and alumina refining activities in
• Board of directors' report on page 10
Pará in Brazil include open pit mining and the handling of
• Business description on page 29, including Hydro's value
significant amounts of tailings and bauxite residue, the latter
chain, strategic targets and business area specific issues
also known as red mud. Biodiversity is important related to
related to technology and innovation, environment and
Hydro's activities in Pará and to the water reservoirs for our
society
hydropower production in Norway (see page 60). Hydro has
• Risk
factorsaluminium
on page 149
primary
production in Australia, Brazil, Canada,
• Corporate
on pageand
163Qatar.
Germany,governance
Norway, Slovakia

TheIn
underlying
details
in the reporting
are based
on different
addition to
the existing
climate and
recycling
strategies, we
reporting
frameworks
that are
important to us, including the
prioritize
the following
areas:
Recycled post-consumer scrap
Recycled pre-consumer scrap
UN Global Compact, the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI),
the International
on Mining and Metals' (ICMM)
• Energy and climate change
• EcosystemsCouncil
and biodiversity
10 principles
and Position Statements and the Aluminium
• Resource
• Water use
remeltersmanagement
with a potential of up to 20 percent post-consumer
Stewardship Intitiative's (ASI) 11 principles and underlying
• Integrity
and human
rights
• Waste and efficient resource use
scrap capacity
increase.
We expect up to 70 percent of the
criteria. The GRI index at www.hydro.com/gri also shows
• Community
impact raw material to come from postrequired additional
• Product
stewardship
Hydro's
adherence
with the UN Global Compact, ICMM
consumer scrap. In April 2015 Hydro acquired WMR
and how we relate to ASI, UN Sustainability Goals and UN
Recycling GmbH, a scrap processing company that has
In addition
to the
environmental
ambitions,
Business
Principles
on corporate
Human Rights
- and shows
how the we
developed superior patented technology in scrap shredding different
have frameworks
performanceconnect
indicators
foreach
our other.
production plants. The
with
and sorting. The company is now named Hydro Aluminium
indicators vary between plants due to the inherent differences
Recycling Deutschland. The acquisition enables Hydro to
between, for example, large primary aluminium production
produce high quality extrusion and sheet ingot from postplants and small remelters. They help us measure status and
consumer building and automotive scrap.
improvements, and enable us to concentrate on the most
important issues.
Together with our R&D Center in Sunndal, Norway we
Hydro's
bauxite mining
alumina refining
activities
in
2015 target
have developed
a new and
recycling-friendly
alloy
(RFA) for
Pará
in Brazil
includeapplications
open pit mining
the handling
• Complete an ecosystem services assessment for Hydro
extruded
building
that isand
giving
the same of
significant
amounts
of tailings
andbut
bauxite
residue,
latterof
properties
as our current
alloy,
at much
higherthelevels
also
knownelements
as red mud.
is important
related
2015 result
alloying
like Biodiversity
zinc and copper.
Hydro has
filedto
a
Hydro's
in Pará and
to the water reservoirs
for our
• A pilot ecosystem services assessment of Hydro's
patentactivities
for this so-called
Green-Window-Alloy
(GWA).
Final
hydropower
production
Norway
(see page
60). With
Hydrothis
has
Paragominas mine in Brazil completed by the Norwegian
tests will be
performedinprior
to market
launch.
primary
aluminium
in Australia,
University of Science and Technology (NTNU)
alloy Hydro
will beproduction
able to supply
extrusionBrazil,
ingotsCanada,
with up to
Germany,
Norway,
Slovakia
and
Qatar.
90 percent lower carbon footprint compared to the standard
2016 target
6060-type alloy.
In addition to the existing climate and recycling strategies, we
• Achieve targeted rehabilitation area for Paragominas
prioritize
thepercent
following
areas:
mining operations of 325 hectares
About 95
of the
aluminium from automotive

+ A statement of
Norsk Hydro’s
viability is integrated
within the annual
report, which linked
with other sections of
the report.

+ Overall vision &
strategy of the
company is outlined
within the CEO’s
letter to shareholders.
This is also described
in more detail
throughout the
report.

+ Details about
governance
demonstrates
internal due diligence,
detailed on p.171.

Resource management

Recycling
1,000 metric tons

1,500

1,000

500

0

• Organization and work environment

2013

Recycled post-consumer scrap

2014

2015

Recycled pre-consumer scrap

remelters with a potential of up to 20 percent post-consumer
scrap capacity increase. We expect up to 70 percent of the
required additional raw material to come from postconsumer scrap. In April 2015 Hydro acquired WMR
Recycling GmbH, a scrap processing company that has
developed superior patented technology in scrap shredding
and sorting. The company is now named Hydro Aluminium
Recycling Deutschland. The acquisition enables Hydro to
produce high quality extrusion and sheet ingot from postconsumer building and automotive scrap.
Together with our R&D Center in Sunndal, Norway we
have developed a new recycling-friendly alloy (RFA) for
extruded building applications that is giving the same
properties as our current alloy, but at much higher levels of
alloying elements like zinc and copper. Hydro has filed a
patent for this so-called Green-Window-Alloy (GWA). Final
tests will be performed prior to market launch. With this

applications and commercial buildings in Europe is being
Ecosystems
andof
biodiversity
recycled at end
life, while there is still some way to go on
Water
use Hydro and our partners in the market are
packaging.
supporting
aluminium
packaging
Waste
and efficient
resource
use recycling initiatives
throughout
Europe. We team up with producers of beverage
Product
stewardship
cans, drinks and food, and other interest groups and
develop
specific
activities aimed
at raising
In industries,
addition totothe
corporate
environmental
ambitions,
we
public
awarenessindicators
about thefor
importance
of recycling.
have
performance
our production
plants.Through
The
an agreement
with Infinitum,
Hydro
all differences
used
indicators
vary between
plants due
to therecycles
inherent
aluminium
beveragelarge
cans primary
collectedaluminium
in Norwayproduction
at our
between,
for example,
Holmestrand
plants
and small recycling
remelters.plant.
They help us measure status and
•
•
•
•

improvements, and enable us to concentrate on the most
important issues.

2015 target
• Complete an ecosystem services assessment for Hydro

2015 result
• A pilot ecosystem services assessment of Hydro's
Paragominas mine in Brazil completed by the Norwegian

Strategic mid-term goals 2020
• Achieve a ratio of 1:1 of mined areas to rehabilitated areas
(2017) and eliminate the reforestation gap (2020)
• Best Available Technology or similar implemented for
treatment, storage and use of bauxite residue
• 60 percent reduction in land-filled waste (excluding
tailings, boiler ash and bauxite residue) compared to a
2010 baseline
• Increase water efficiency by 15 percent in water-stressed
areas, compared with a 2010 baseline

+ Policies are
outlined alongside
targets and results,
followed by detailed
information about
how the company
plans to fulfil these.

responsibility are, as stated in our global directives and
procedures, an integral part of all stages of the procurement
process. The
cover issues
related tohandbook
14
EUrequirements
environmental
reporting
environment, human rights, anti-corruption and working
conditions including work environment. Hydro's global

compulsory labor. The contracts shall include clauses
regarding auditing rights and the supplier’s responsibility
toward its sub-suppliers and their suppliers, if they have a
material contribution.

15

Mondi Plc (2015)

Nosrk Hydro ASA (2015) – continued

+ Provides clear description of material issues
and how they respond through targets & plans.

Supply chain
input

Hydro's supply chain
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coal (South America & USA)
Fuel oil/diesel (Brazil)
Caustic Soda (USA)
Bauxite (Brazil)
Lime (Brazil)
Sulphuric acid (Brazil)

•
•
•
•
•

Alumina (Brazil, Australia)
Anodes (Local, Europe, China)
Fluoride (Norway, Europe, China)
Coke (USA,China, Middle
East, Europe, Norway)
Pitch (Australia, China, Europe, India)

•
•
•

In 2011 we defined 351 sustainable development commitments to be achieved by 20152.

Hydro activities

Primary

Diesel
Thickeners

•

Supply chain
input

•

10 TWh captive hydropower
production in Norway
Remaining electricity
from local grid

•
•
•
•
•

DZ

DM

JO

We believe in transparency, engagement and partnerships to
succeed as a business, and seek to make a genuine contribution
to our communities. We’re a member of the UNGC and work with
WBCSD and WWF among others to promote responsible business
conduct and contribute to solutions to global sustainability
challenges.

Alloying metals (China, other Asia)
Gas (local)
Scrap metal (traders, local)
Cold metal (Russia, EU/EEC,
Americas, Africa)
Liquid metal (local)

Understanding and minimising our
contribution to climate change
Climate change is a pressing global challenge, and we believe our
industry has a role to play in reducing emissions and mitigating its
impact. We’re committed to reducing our emissions by improving
energy efficiency and self-sufficiency, and replacing fossil fuels
with renewable energy sources where feasible. We also promote
the role of sustainable forests in mitigating climate change.

Labor, transport/logistics, catering, maintenance & security (mainly local)
Project related services, equipment and materials (local and worldwide)

* Hydro produces extrusion profiles through the 50/50 joint venture Sapa



Operating in a world of constrained resources
and recognising concerns regarding
biodiversity, forests, water and ecosystem
services

VIABILITY PERFORMANCE
Promoting CSR in our supply chain
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– Little distinction between different
time horizons (short, medium, long
term). This is partly addressed in the
“Outlook” section, but further
clarification could be made.
– Innovation and adaptability could be
developed further.

• 100% of owned and leased land FSC-certified

Maintaining our licence to trade by making
a real and lasting contribution to the
communities in which we operate

H

3F

•

Progress against a selection of commitments

Securing access to sustainable fibre
in the short, medium and long term

• 66% of wood CoC-certified with the balance meeting our
company minimum wood standard that complies with the
standard for Controlled Wood (FSC-STD-40-005)

Hydro's procedure for integrity risk management of its
business partners includes agents, strategic business partners,
suppliers and customers and sets requirements for integrity
due diligence. Implementation is risk based and takes into
consideration contractual value, country risk, etc. According
to Hydro policy, new suppliers shall be screened. In 2015, we
achieved this for about 90 percent of new suppliers.
The business areas have different systems in place - based on
their different business needs - to comply with the corporate
requirements. This also includes formal processes for
identifying critical suppliers. A critical supplier delivers
products with high consequence or risk for our production,
projects and/or company.

Community impact

Safeguarding the health of freshwater ecosystems, maintaining
water security and preserving the biodiversity of landscapes
are significant global challenges. We’re working in partnership
with stakeholders to preserve the natural resources on which
we all depend.

Safeguarding the wellbeing of employees and
contractors and securing key talent and skills

Ensuring responsible conduct in relation to society at large is
We need a skilled and diverse workforce and a safe workplace for
an important element throughout all phases of our
activities.
a successful
business, and we invest in our people’s development
training. Our goal is zero harm. We believe all incidents are
The construction of new plants, acquisitions andand
divestments
preventable and that everyone must learn from them.
as well as closing down capacity, are particularly important in
this respect. Hydro has a long tradition for responsible
Increasing the eco-efficiency of our products
restructuring.
We develop sustainable products that use material, water and
energy efficiently. This is achieved through innovation and working
together with partners to reduce the environmental footprint of our
production processes, such as emissions and waste. Developing
Implementation of Hydro's new system for planning,
smart packaging and paper products can help address global
monitoring and evaluating social projects in Brazil
challenges such as climate change and food waste.

2015 targets
•

Not achieved

Overall progress

5

commitments

• Advanced Level reporter at the UNGC, and active
member of WBCSD
• 100% of forestry operations and all but three of our smaller
pulp and paper mills have community engagement plans
(CEPs) in place. Socio-economic assessment toolbox (SEAT)
reviews were conducted at Merebank mill (South Africa) and
Syktyvkar logging operations (Russia) in 2015. SEAT reviews
were carried out regularly at our mills and forestry operations
in the 2011-2015 period, as appropriate.

10

commitments

• 103% electricity self-sufficiency across our pulp
and paper mills
• 59% of fuel consumed by our pulp and paper
mills from renewable energy sources

2

commitments

• 524,000 hectares of HCV areas identified
• 25% of managed land set aside for conservation
• Launched our global partnership with WWF in 2014
and continued support of WWF-Mondi Wetlands Programme
(WWF-MWP) and WWF’s New Generation Plantations
(NGP) platform

7

commitments

• Continued to co-chair the HCV Resource Network

• 0.70 TRCR
(however one fatality and three life-altering injuries in 2015)

5

commitments

• 22% reduction of waste to landfill3
• 5% reduction of specific contact water consumption3
• 33% reduction of TRS emissions3

6

commitments

• Carry out restructuring processes in cooperation with
Excluding an additional two climate-related commitments for the period 2004–2014.
employees and their communities
1
2

Against a 2010 baseline.

–Over
Content
related
to governance and due
the commitment
period.
diligence limited.
3

+ Consideration of supply chain risk
with policies outlined, although
predominantly focused on social issues.
More environmental risks associated
with the supply chain could be stated.

Progress made

Products

Casting

Extruding*

•

Material issue

Wood is one of our most important raw materials and sustainable
forestry practices are fundamental to our success. We focus on
improving certification systems, procuring wood from responsible
sources and increasing sustainable fibre in the supply chain.

H

Energy

Achieved

Progress against our 2015 commitments

Sheet ingots (Russia, EU/
EEC, Middle east)
Direct materials (Europe)
Power and gas (local, Europe)

Rolling
Alumina

+ Shows interaction/partnership and
participation in initiatives that support
policies and strategy.

Looking back

3F
DZ
DMJ
O

Bauxite

EU environmental reporting handbook

Sustainability at Mondi

All suppliers in consolidated activities are checked routinely
against the UN sanction list for matters related to anti-terror
and money laundering. Furthermore, audits and site visits are
performed by Hydro personnel based on risk analysis. Audit
findings and corrective action plans are reported and handed
over to the visited site. Proposed corrective actions are then
checked in connection with the next audit performed at the
site in question. Suppliers who fail to implement corrective
actions in relation to identified child, forced or compulsory
labor will be excluded. In 2015, we entered into dialogue
with a number of suppliers about possible inconsistencies
with certain Hydro standards. This mostly related to needs
for policies and procedures in important areas as well as more
practical recommendations with regard to HSE
improvements.

2015 results

Sapa developed a supplier declaration in 2014 to ensure that
the 27,000 firms in its worldwide supply chain are working

Continued repositioning

• Hydro's new system for planning, monitoringRead
andmore about our full progress against commitments at
www.mondigroup.com/sd15
evaluating social projects in Brazil implemented
for three
representative projects
46
Mondi
Group Integrated report
and financialpolicies
statements 2015
+ Relationship
between
and specific
• Following the sale of Hydro's rolling mill Slimrisks
in Italy,
the
is presented further within the report.
transition was carried out in dialogue with employees, local
+ Risk disclosure identifies cost and
community and the new owner towards closing

availability of responsibly produced wood,
pulp and paper for recycling compliance,
• To improve social conditions, develop an infrastructure
clean production, energy efficiency, &
project that aims to have significant impact onresponsible
the social
management of forests.

2016 targets

development of the Barcarena municipality in Brazil

Strategic mid-term goals 2020
• Positive contribution to local social-economic development

In April 2015 Hydro acquired Wuppermetall Recycling

+ Clear indication of progress against
commitments in an easy to understand
diagram.

+ Beginning to identify how environmental
policies, strategy and objective relate to
overall policies, strategies and
performance. All of these are crossreferenced with the business model, value
creation, growth and external context.

16
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(c) The outcome of those policies

PostNord AB (2015)
+ Forward-looking disclosure shows
what further action the company
will take to achieve its target.

+ Policies, targets and strategies are clearly
presented.
+ Developed science-based target, which covers
scope 1,2 & 3 emissions.

NFR Directive

CDSB requirements

CDP questionnaires

The outcome of those policies
(outlined in 19 (b))

REQ-01 – Policy, strategy and
targets

CC3.4, CC12.1, CC12.2, CC12.3,
CC12.4, CC14.3

REQ-05 – Performance and
comparative analysis

W5.1, W5.2, W5.3, W6.4, W7.1

Environment

Initiatives to reduce climate impact
are delivering results

REQ-06 – Outlook
Good practice examples
• Performance is compared to previous years, and relates to targets. This allows for comparative
analysis (Titan Cement Company SA).

Being one of the Nordic region’s foremost suppliers of communications and logistics solutions,
PostNord is associated with environmental impact, mainly in the form of carbon dioxide emissions from road transport. Through its focus on reducing its energy consumption and cutting
its emissions, PostNord is clearing the way to becoming a more environmentally sound
company.
As a transportation company, emissions of carbon dioxide
from PostNord’s own vehicles and outsourced transportation services represent the largest environmental impact.
The Group uses all types of transportation in its business –
from airplanes and trucks to mopeds and bicycles. Reducing the Group's carbon dioxide emissions is one of the key
areas in sustainability. The Group's long-term environmental targets require a reduction of 40% in carbon dioxide
emissions by 2020, compared to the level in 2009.
We have made good progress on the way
Since 2009, PostNord has cut its carbon dioxide emissions by around 23%. During 2015, the reduction was
nearly 8%. This was achieved through actions in several
areas, including purchasing green electricity in more
parts of the organization, raising the biofuel content of
diesel and merging operations. The introduction of the
integrated production model (see page 11), in which letter
and logistics operations are merged and vehicle management is coordinated, has already helped to reduce carbon
dioxide emissions. In Sweden, the launch of Koncept
Utdelning (Concept Distribution), which introduced
changes in delivery routines, also contributed to the
reduction in 2015 (see page 17).

• Outcomes to inform future actions are presented which demonstrates forward looking disclosure
(Titan Cement Company SA/Daimler AG).

How PostNord is continuing to
cut its carbon dioxide emissions
In 2015, an in-depth analysis was carried out to identify
what further measures would be required to achieve the
target of lower carbon dioxide emissions. The analysis
took accounts of external factors, developments and conditions in the market and PostNord’s strategic direction.
The conclusion was that the target will be achieved via initiatives in seven principal areas: capacity utilization, use of
fuels, biofuels, electric vehicles, increased use of rail and
less use of air transport, building-related and other.

Recommendations
• Consider including visuals (i.e.: graphs, charts, diagrams) in reports that would otherwise be
text-heavy to make information clear and concise.
• Provide a clear link to overall policy, strategy and targets to allow for an assessment of your
performance.
• Provide explanations of any significant changes in results, including those resulting from changes in
strategy, governance, KPIs, acquisitions, divestments or other factors. Explain and justify the reason
for any missing data.

Carbon dioxide emissions per item, 2015

419g

36.9g CO2
36.9g CO2

Emissions per letter
increased slightly in
2015, while emissions
per parcel declined.

CO
2

Carbon dioxide emissions, 2009–20151)

Emissions
(tonnes unless
otherwise stated)

• Methodologies on how data has been collected are stated, with details about any changes for
calculating results (BP Plc).

2015

20141)

20131)

Thousands of metric tonnes
500

Fossil carbon dioxide
emissions, total

375,810 407,138 405,377

400

Direct carbon dioxide
emissions (EN15, Scope 1)

129,084

141,960

165,774

300

Fossil fuels

127,853

140,237

163,937

200

Renewable fuels

24,290

15,636

11,458

1,230

1,722

1,837

Indirect carbon dioxide
emissions (EN16, Scope 2)

24,521

46,606

37,469

Heat and electricity

81,386

112,346

82,563

–56,865

–65,741

–45,094

222,206

218,573

202,134

Own transportation

Direct heat consumption
(gas and oil)

Purchase of eco-labeled
electricity (EN19)
Other indirect carbon dioxide emissions (EN17, Scope 3)

100
0

217,255

212,853

195,415

Renewable fuels

22,514

9,883

10,889

Business travel, EN17

4,951

5,720

6,720

13

14

15

Distribution of total carbon dioxide emissions
per category
Transportation by road, 88%
Air, 4%

Business travel, 1%

607

596

Nitrogen oxides

1,674

2,854

1,767

Hydrocarbons (VOC)

300

287

216

63

122

57

1)

12

Sea, 0%

362

Particulates

11

Emissions data includes completed acquisitions.
Previously reported emissions have been adjusted.

Other emissions to air
through transportation
(EN21)
Carbon monoxide

10

Total CO2 emissions
1)

Subcontractors, transportation
(road, rail, air and sea)
Fossil fuels

09

Electricity, 3%
Heating, 4%

Emissions data includes completed acquisitions. Previously reported
emissions have been adjusted.

PostNord Annual and Sustainability Report 2015

+ In relation to scope 3, p.36 explains how
they have adjusted their long-term
sustainability target for their supply chain.

33

TITAN Group
Integrated Annual Report 2014

19

43

Titan Cement Company SA (2014)

BP Plc (2015)

Strategic review

Environment

+ Indicators are consistent over successive periods and aligned with management practice
(mtCO2e and internal carbon price).

+ Presents environmental performance
over a range of environmental impacts.

+ Methodology and tools are industry specific standards.

Group performance

+ GHG emission reporting is split through two boundaries and methodological approaches,
demonstrating the changes due to acquisitions and divestments etc.

Our efforts to address environmental concerns such as water and
energy use, biodiversity, CO2 emissions and waste management
are not add-ons to our business, but are central to what we do.
They underpin both our operational efficiency and our focus on
sustainability.
They also help us secure the permits we need to run
TITAN Group
46our business.
Integrated Annual Report 2014

Environment and society

Regional review

• BP-operated businesses with the potential to spill oil are on track to
complete updates to spill planning scenarios and response strategies
by the end of 2016.
• We are progressing towards alignment with the United Nations
Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights.

Quarry

Municipal water (includes bottled water bought)
Harvested rain water (collected and used)
Surface water

+ Presents future
outlook
for the
Type of
Operation
Status following year,
27.7
26.0 Inside area for27.0
protection
Miami
Dade,
25.19 Raw
materials extraction
demonstrating
forward
looking
disclosure.
of freshwater ecosystems
Florida
for cement and

Location

2012

2013

2014

level
aggregates
1.0 production 0.9 (wetlands) on local/state
0.9

2

Center Sand
Quarry

USA

Clermont,
Florida

2.79

Raw materials extraction
Adjacent to area for preservation
0.2
0.2 of terrestrial ecosystems
0.2
for aggregates
production
on
local/state level

3

Zlatna Panega
Quarry

Bulgaria

Zlatna Panega,
Lovech

0.95

Raw materials extraction
for cement production

4

Xilokeratia
Quarry

Greece

Milos Island,
Cyclades

0.64

Raw 0.0
materials extraction
to NATURA 2000
0.0 Inside/adjacent
0.0
for cement production
area for protection of terrestrial and
maritime
ecosystems
32.2
29.9
30.4 (SAC/SPA)

5

Apsalos
(west and east)

Greece

Apsalos,
Pella

0.08

Raw materials extraction
for cement production

Ocean or sea water
Waste water

Size
(area in
km2)

Total

1.6

1.7

1.7

1.1

1.0

Partly inside NATURA 2000 area
for protection of terrestrial
1.3
ecosystems (SAC)

Inside NATURA 2000 area for protection
of terrestrial ecosystems (SPA)

+0.4

-0.1

Real sustainable
reductions

-1.0

48.9

2015 direct GHG

2014 direct GHG

This is based on BP’s equity share basis (excluding BP’s share of Rosneft).
The 2015 figure reflects our update of the global warming potential for methane from 21 to 25,
in line with IPIECA’s guidelines.
c
Because of rounding, some totals may not agree exactly with the sum of their counterparts.

Managing our impacts
We review our management of material issues such as climate change,
water, how we work with communities and human rights. This includes
examining emerging risks and actions taken to mitigate them. We identify
areas for improvement and work to address these where appropriate.
Our operating sites can have a lifespan of several decades and our
operations are expected to work to reduce their impacts and risks. This
starts in early project planning and continues through operations and
decommissioning.
Our operating management system (OMS) includes practices that
set out requirements and guidance for how we identify and manage
environmental and social impacts. The practices apply to our major
projects , projects that involve new access and those that could affect an
international protected area.
In the planning stages of these projects we complete a screening process to
identify the most significant potential environmental and social impacts. We
completed this process for five projects in 2015. Following screening, projects
are required to carry out impact assessments, identify mitigation measures
and implement these in project design, construction and operations.
BP’s environmental expenditure in 2015 totalled $8,017 million (2014
$4,024 million, 2013 $4,288 million), including charges related to the Gulf
of Mexico oil spill. For a breakdown of environmental expenditure see
page 233.

Corporate governance

over
time and performance againstSitegroup target
Country
Ground
water
is clear.
1 Pennsuco
USA

Regional review

TITAN Group quarry sites with high biodiversity value

TITAN
Group water withdrawal
by source
million m3
+ Environmental
results
are compared

+0.3

b

Group performance

347.7

+0.6

a

2014
(BMP)
350.0 Guidance launched by
- Development and
WBCSD/CSI inSimilarly,
2014.
the water we recycle
is
implementation
of QRPs and

TITAN recognizes that320.6
the production
BMPs according to local
normally determined by direct
311.1
298.4 and aggregates both
of cement
Quarries screened for their
conditions
measurements
(using water
flow and in line with
biodiversity value
using the
depend on and impact biodiversity
CSI Guidelines;
100%
200
Integrated Biodiversity
Assessment
meters).
Again, where this is not
and ecosystem services. However,
- Implementation of best-practices
Tool (IBAT)
the negative impacts of the
possible, estimates are used
100
through our participation in the
extraction process can be
Number of active
quarries within,
(pumping
hours multiplied
by the and Land Stewardship
Biodiversity
minimized,
to areas
8
0
2003
2010
2011
2012 while quarry
2013rehabilitation
2014containing or adjacent
Task
Forceby
and the Water Task
pump
rated
capacity,
or
simply
of high biodiversity value
can even have a positive impact on
of the WBCSD/CSI;
Group CSR
target (year
2015) correctly.
recording the number ofForce
water
trucks
biodiversity
if managed
Percentage of quarries with
- Improvement of our water
by TITAN Group
We have Quarry Rehabilitation
Plans in 2009.
ofvalue
known
high biodiversity
wherecapacity needed for yard
38%
performance through efficient
(QRPs)
in place
at2009.
almost 80% of the
(2) Group target was calculated based on the equity held
by TITAN
Group in
biodiversity management
plans
washing
and
dust
suppression).
water management and the
Group’s quarry sites and similar plans
are actively implemented
assessment of water-related risks
for our operations.

300

48.6

46.0

Strategic review

362.2

54.0
50.0

We currently require larger projects, and those for which emissions costs
would be a material part of the project, to apply a standard carbon cost to
the projected GHG emissions over the life of the project. In industrialized
countries, our standard cost assumption is currently $40 per tonne of CO2
equivalent. We use this cost as part of the economic evaluation of the
investment.
We seek to address potential climate change impacts on our new projects
in the design phase. We have guidance for existing operations and
projects on how to assess potential climate risks and impacts – to enable
mitigation steps to be incorporated into project planning, design and
operations.

Greenhouse gas emissionsabc
(MteCO2 equivalent)

Corporate governance

Internal and external audits are
carried out to monitor our progress
and, where issues are identified, we
Compliance
and
best
practice
• Specific CO2 emissions of
plan new initiatives and programs,
Compliance
with
environmental
676.3 kg/tProduct in regards to the
in conjunction with local stakeholders
regulations and best practice is a
Group
target
were
virtually
to
meet
theirof
needs.
The total
The
volume
the water
withdrawal,
Waste management
Water
management
material
concern for our business, as
unchanged
compared
to
2013
amount
significant
sourcedof
from
surfacefines
andpaid
ground
TITAN recycles waste materials
Resource
a key material
issue
it is part ofuse
ourislicense
to operate.
by
the Group
in 2014
relation
to
water
resources,
is ininmost
cases
wherever
possible.
Where wearound
cannot
for
Group
andamounts
our businesses
use
• Specific
dust emissions
Wethe
devote
large
of human
noncompliance
with
environmental
directly measured
with
water flow
do this
outsource
it
aresources
significant
amount
of water,
60%internally,
less thanwe
the
Group target
and
environmental
and
regulations
was
$10.509.
meters
installed
at the
withdrawal
through
a collective
management
particularly
their production
plants. laws
expenditureinacross
the Group to
• Percentage
of alternative
fuels
were
no non-monetary
points,
whereas
municipal water
system or licensed subcontractors.
Efficient
water
use and our
management There
improve
and
maintain
Thermal
basis
used up to 6.9%
environmental
cases
volume isor
usually
determined
by
isperformance
therefore anin
important
this area, ensuring we sanctions
against our target of 10%
the Group
in 2014.
invoicesagainst
or bills from
the water
supply
environmental
goal, but
is also
way brought
meet local regulations
and
our a
own
• Water consumption
company. In the
few cases where
Recycled
(externally) reduced
of
keeping
costs
down.
targets,
which
are
often That’s why our Environmental
performance
to 311
lt/tCement more than
direct
measurements
are not possible,
waste
material
Group
CSR Committee reviews the
more demanding.
Our
five-year
environmental
water withdrawal
is estimated
10%tons
below the Group target
effectiveness of our sustainability
performance
improvement
planby
metric
multiplyinginpump
manufacturer
rated
policy which covers water
continued
2014 and
we are making
•
Environmental
expenditure
was
500,000
capacity
and toward
pump operating
management and any adjustments
good
progress
our targetshours.
for
€30.1 million
353,600
are agreed by the Committee in
400,000
2015/2017.
2014,
the external
Our effortsInto
promote
goodTITAN
practices
Group
tandem with local CSR Committees.
267,800
verification
our performance
was Annual Report 2014 47
Integrated
248,940
for efficientof
water
management
300,000
extended
of dust,
continuedtoincover
2014. emissions
In its first year
of
Specific water consumption at the
NOx and SOx. In addition, following
200,000
operation, the closed water recycling
Group’s cement plants in 2014 was at
Group environmental performance
the revised CSI guidance on air
system at the Kosjeric cement plant
the same level as the previous year,
100,000
emissions reporting, this year for3 the
Key environmental measures
2014
2015/2017
Group
Target
in Serbia resulted in 580,000m less
withperformance
a slight decrease
of 3.2%,
reaching
first time we provide information
0
2012
2013
2014
fresh water being withdrawn from
305.4lt/tCement
, below the Group target
Gross direct specific CO2 emissions
kg/tProduct
676.3
628.0
3
regarding
our performance on Hg,
TITAN Group water discharge by destination million m
the nearby river, as compared
of 350.0lt/tCement
. The total water 95.0
37.3
Specific dust emissions
g/tClinker
PCDD/F and heavy metals emissions
2012
2013
2014
to 2013.
withdrawal, consumption and
as well as the overall and specific
1,612.1
1,670.0
Specific NOx emissions
g/tClinker Surface water (river,
lake)
19.2
19.3
20.6
discharge at the
cement plants were coverage rates.
We have water recycling facilities
in
3
Specific SOx emissions
g/tClinker Ocean
or sea water
1.8
1.1
1.3
7.0 million
m273.8
, 3.8 million m3 and 240.0
92% of our cement plants. Nearly a
3
water treatment
0.1
0.1
0.1
350.0
Specific water consumption
lt/tCement Off-site
3.2 million
m311.1
respectively.
third of the Group’s aggregates sites
22.0
6.9 a total 30.4 million m
10.0
Use of alternative fuels
%Thermal basis Total
3
use water in their production21.1
process 20.5
At Group level,
of water was withdrawn, 8.4 million m3 and 80% of these sites operate
Outlook water
for 2015
recycling systems.
consumed and 22.0 million m3
+ Data isexpenditure
cross-referenced
with
Environmental
€m
We will continue to minimize
are
being
developed
for
the
Indischarged
December 2014,
the
WBCSD/CSI
in 2014.
overall environmental
In 2014, water recycling our
reached
theissued
company.
remaining sites.
officially
the Protocol for
40corresponding target set by
36.6
through:
Water Reporting to support member
21.0 million m3 at Group impact
level, which
35
Eight of our Group quarry sites have
companies
reporting
the
agreed
Increased
use of alternative fuels;
30.1
is equivalent
to 69% of the total water
30
been recognized
as areas of high
27.1
CSI Indicators for water, with details
- Installation
of bag filters to reduce
25
biodiversity value
and three
of the
24.6
volume
withdrawn.
At
our
cement
in metrics, terminology, definitions
dust emissions to a minimum;
eight (38% of plant
them) operate
under the total
20
19.5 guidance for water accounting.
operations,
volume
and
a Biodiversity Management Plan
- Installation of new
equipment to
TITAN
plants
15 Group cement production and grinding
3
TITAN’s
reporting on water is
ofbeen
recycled
water
million
,
1,2
(BMP) that has
developed
– was 15.9
reduce
NOxm
emissions,
enabling
(lt/t Cement)
10
compliant with the requirements
more
than
double
(about
220%)
or will be adopted – according to
us to comply with stricter limits on
set out in this Protocol.
5
500
the Biodiversity
Management
Plan
emission
levels;
the volume of water withdrawn.

We are focusing on ways to reduce GHG emissions, including working to
improve the energy efficiency of our operations and our products. Around
half of our current upstream portfolio is natural gas, which produces about
half as much carbon dioxide (CO2) as coal per unit of power generated,
and we operate renewable businesses in biofuels and onshore wind.

• BP is helping to meet the demands of a lower-carbon future and
collaborating with others on climate change issues.

Operational
changes

Performance summary
Environment
continuedManagement review

0
2010
2011
2012
447.2
Biodiversity and 2013
400
Note: This expenditure includes emissions treatment, waste
andmanagement
remediation costs.
land

globally, including in Europe, California and China, additional monitoring
regulations in the US, and more focus on reducing flaring and methane
emissions in many jurisdictions.

Throughout the life cycle of our projects and operations, we
aim to manage the environmental and social impacts of our
presence.

Divestments

Improving our
environmental
performance

EU environmental reporting handbook

Acquisitions

EU environmental reporting handbook

Update of global
warming potential

18

Climate change
Meeting the climate challenge requires efforts by all – governments,
companies and consumers. We believe governments must lead by
providing a clear, stable and effective climate policy framework, including
putting a price on carbon – one that treats all carbon equally.
We expect that greenhouse gas (GHG) policy will have an increasing
impact on our businesses, operating costs and strategic planning, but may
also offer opportunities for the development of lower-carbon technologies
and businesses. There is a growing number of emission pricing schemes

+ 46
Clear
process for managing impacts and
BP Annual Report and Form 20-F 2015
policies including impact assessments,
mitigation measures, design and operations.

We are also working with our peers. For example, we are an active
participant in the Oil and Gas Climate Initiative, a voluntary, CEO-led
industry initiative that aims to catalyse meaningful action on climate
change through best practice sharing and collaboration. We also joined
with seven other oil and gas companies calling on the UN and
governments to put a price on carbon.
See bp.com/climatechange for more information about our activities.
Greenhouse gas emissions
We report on direct and indirect GHG emissions on a carbon dioxideequivalent (CO2e) basis. Direct emissions include CO2 and methane from
the combustion of fuel and the operation of facilities, and indirect
emissions include those resulting from the purchase of electricity, heat,
steam or cooling.
Our approach to reporting GHG emissions broadly follows the IPIECA/
API/IOGP Petroleum Industry Guidelines for Reporting GHG Emissions.
We calculate emissions based on the fuel consumption and fuel
properties for major sources rather than the use of generic emission
factors. We do not include nitrous oxide, hydrofluorocarbons,
perfluorocarbons and sulphur hexafluoride as they are not material and it
is not practical to collect this data.
Greenhouse gas emissions (MteCO2e)
2015

2014

c

2013

51.4
7.0

54.1
7.5d

–
–

48.9c
6.9

48.6
6.8e

50.3
6.7f

Operational controla

Direct emissions
Indirect emissions
BP equity share

b

Direct emissions
Indirect emissions

Operational control data comprises 100% of emissions from activities that are operated by BP,
going beyond the IPIECA guidelines by including emissions from certain other activities such as
contracted drilling activities. Data for emissions on an operational control basis was not available
prior to 2014. In 2014 we changed our GHG reporting boundary from a BP equity-share basis to
an operational control basis.
b
BP equity share comprises our share of BP’s consolidated entities and equity accounted entities,
other than BP’s share of TNK-BP and Rosneft.
c
The 2015 figure reflects our update of the global warming potential for methane from 21 to 25, in
line with IPIECA’s guidelines.
d
The reported 2014 figure of 7.2Mte has been amended to 7.5Mte.
e
The reported 2014 figure of 6.6Mte has been amended to 6.8Mte.
f
The reported 2013 figure of 6.6Mte has been amended to 6.7Mte.
a

In 2015 we updated the global warming potential for methane from 21 to
25. Without this update, our reported direct emissions would have been
lower, primarily due to divestments in Alaska.
The ratio of our total GHG emissions reported on an operational control
basis to gross production was 0.24teCO2e/te production in 2015 (2014
0.25teCO2e/te). Gross production comprises upstream production,
refining throughput and petrochemicals produced.
See bp.com/greenhousegas for more information about our GHG
management and performance.

+ Provides clarification on restatements and
omissions.
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Daimler AG (2015)
+ Demonstrates action taken to lower carbon
emissions; and
+ Also states further action Daimler plans to take to
further reduce emissions.
112
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Environmental protection
A comprehensive approach to environmental protection
Protecting the environment is a primary corporate objective of
the Daimler Group. Environmental protection is not separate
from other objectives at Daimler; instead, it is an integral component of a corporate strategy aimed at long-term value
creation. Our measures for manufacturing environmentally
friendly products take the entire product lifecycle into
account – from design, production and product use all the way
to disposal and recycling. The environmental and energyrelated guidelines approved by the Board of Management define
the environmental and energy-related policy of the Daimler
Group. This expresses our commitment to integrated environmental protection that begins with the underlying factors
that have an impact on the environment, assesses the environmental eﬀects of production processes and products in
advance, and takes these findings into account in corporate
decision-making.
€2.8 billion for environmental protection
In 2015, we continued to energetically pursue the goal of conserving resources and reducing all relevant emissions. We
kept a close eye on the impact of all our processes, ranging
from vehicle development and production to recycling and
environmentally friendly disposal. Our expenditure for environmental protection remained nearly unchanged at €2.8 billion.

B.41
Average CO2 emissions of the new car fleet of Mercedes-Benz Cars
in the EU
g/km
160

150

140

134

129

123

150
140
130
120
110
100
2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

+ Shows performance over 5 years.
– No clear link to targets or policies stated.
– Narrative is quite detailed, which makes it
hard to follow and assess performance. The
report could benefit from more graphs and
other visuals.

Environmentally responsible product development
A vehicle’s environmental impact is largely predetermined in
the first stages of development. The earlier that environmentally responsible product development (design for environment,
DfE) is integrated into the development process, the more
eﬃciently it can help minimize the impact on the environment.
The continual improvement of our products’ environmental
compatibility is therefore a major requirement when setting
product specifications. Our DfE experts are involved in all
stages of the vehicle development process as a cross-functional
team. We also systematically integrate our product design
processes into our environmental and quality management
systems in accordance with ISO 14001 and ISO 9001.
Mercedes-Benz has been in full compliance with the relevant
standard – ISO 14006 – since 2012. Mercedes-Benz has
also been certified according to ISO TR 14062, the standard
for environmentally oriented product development, since
2005. It was the first automaker in the world to achieve this
certification.
Further reductions in cars’ CO2 emissions
Daimler makes great eﬀorts to reduce the fuel consumption of
its vehicles while enhancing their performance – and thus
increasing driving enjoyment and safety reserves. With a fleet
average of 123 g/km (2014: 129 g/km), we once again significantly reduced the average CO2 emissions of the cars we sell
in the European Union in 2015. We were thus ahead of schedule in achieving our goal of reducing the CO2 emissions of our
new-vehicle fleet in the European Union to 125 g/km by 2016.
Our achievements here were due to the further optimization of
our BlueEFFICIENCY measures and the success of our eﬃcient
hybrid drive systems and extremely fuel-eﬃcient new models.
We have reduced the CO2 emissions of our cars by 18% since
2011 – and by 40% within just two vehicle generations. More
than 68 Mercedes-Benz models emit less than 120 g CO2/km
and more than 108 models have received A+ or A energy eﬃciency labels. Ê B.41
We plan to use innovative technologies for locally emission-free
mobility, and in particular new hybrid models, in order to
further reduce the fuel consumption and CO2 emissions of our
cars. We have also continuously reduced the pollutant emissions of our cars in recent years and have been able to meet
new emission requirements in advance – and ahead of our
competitors. At Mercedes-Benz, we were one of the first manufacturers to begin in 2009 with the introduction of the EURO 6
technology, which was not obligatory until September 2015.
Our BLUETEC technology and sustainable SCR exhaust treatment technology make us a world leader for reducing dieselvehicle emissions. The cars with this equipment already
comply with the strictest emission standards. In addition, we
are continually further developing our emission control
systems. The next generation of cutting-edge diesel engines
will soon be launched and will be pioneers by fulfilling new
legislative requirements in advance in Europe.
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(d) The principal risks related to those matters linked to the
group’s operations including, where relevant and proportionate,
its business relationships, products or services which are likely
to cause adverse impacts in those areas, and how the group
manages those risks
NFR Directive

CDSB requirements

CDP questionnaires

The principal risks related to
those matters linked to the
group’s operations including,
where relevant and
proportionate, its business
relationships, products or
services which are likely to
cause adverse impacts in
those areas, and how the
group manages those risks

REQ-02 – Risks and
opportunities

CC2.1, CC5.1, CC6.1
F2.1, F2.2, F3.1, F3.2, F3.3, F3.4, F4.1,
F4.2, F4.3, F7.2

REQ-06 – Outlook

W2.1, W2.2, W2.3, W2.4, W2.6, W2.7

Good practice examples
• An overview is provided of risk management approach (BHP Billinton Plc);
• Description of both legislative and operational risks are included (BHP Billinton Plc); and
• The physical risks associated with climate change are described to an extent. This could be improved
with specific detail and mitigation strategies (PKN Orlen SA).
Recommendations
• Provide a comprehensive set of environmental risks, including regulatory, physical, reputational,
transition and litigation risk;
• Explain how the reported risks impact operations, supply chain, business model, financial
performance and all other material implications;
• Provide the causes and sources of these risks. This could inform your mitigation strategies;
• Include timeframes for the risks to take effect, in addition to the mitigation strategies; and
• Link risks to policies and strategies where appropriate, to demonstrate due diligence.

PKN Orlen SA (2014)

Risks
KEY RISKS
CO2
emission
allowances

+ Presents risks considering both
impact and measures undertaken.
+ Layout easy to read.
RISK SCOPE / IMPACT

MEASURES UNDERTAKEN

On February 26th 2014, the European Commission approved a draft list of
CO2 emission allowances and the
installations eligible to receive free
initial allocations. As the emission allowances allocated to the ORLEN Group
free of charge may be insuf�cient to meet its regulatory obligations, it may be
necessary for the Group to purchase additional emission allowances at
market prices or to limit production.

Annual monitoring of
CO2 emissions and the
balancing of any
de�cit/surplus through
intragroup transactions
or transactions on the
forward and spot
markets

Risk of exceeding the applicable sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides and dust
emission standards. The Industrial Emissions Directive has introduced more
stringent sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides and dust emission requirements as of
2016.

Building �ue gas
desulfurisation,
denitri�cation and dust
removal units, which will
reduce emissions of
sulfur dioxide and
nitrogen oxides by more
than 90%

Industrial
emissions

– Limited coverage of environmental risks described, predominantly regulatory
risk. Would improve with inclusion of physical, transition and reputational risks.
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(e) Non-financial key performance indicators relevant to the
particular business.

BHP Billiton Plc (2015)
1 Strategic Report continued
1.7.2 Risk factors continued

+ Outlines actual and potential
causes, scope, source showing links
between climate change, valuation,
operations and markets.

NFR Directive

Sustainability risks continued

1.7.3
Management
of principal
risks
continued
Climate
change may impact
the value
of our
Company, and our

1 Strategic Report

There is a potential gap between the current valuation of fossil
fuel reserves on the balance sheets of companies and in global
operations and markets
equities markets and the reduced value that could result if
Principal
risk area
Risk management
approach
The
physical
impacts of climate change and
various regulations
a significant proportion of reserves were rendered incapable
that
seek to
address climate change may negatively affect our
Financial
risks
of extraction in an economically viable fashion due to technology,
operations,
productivity and the marketsWe
in which
sell oura solid ‘A’ credit
seek towe
maintain
rating, supported by our portfolio risk management
Continued volatility in global financial
regulatory or market responses to climate change. In such
products.
Fossil
fuel-related
are
a significant
strategy.
As partsource
of this strategy, the diversification of our portfolio reduces overall cash flow
markets may
adversely
impactemissions
future
a scenario, stranded reserve assets held on our balance sheet
of
greenhouse
gases
contributing
to
climate
change.
We
produce
volatility. Commodity prices and currency exchange rates are not hedged, and wherever
cash flows, our ability to adequately
may need to be impaired or written off and our inability to make
fossil
fuels
ascapital
coal, oil
and gas for sale
to customers,
and
possible
we take the
prevailing market price. We use Cash Flow at Risk analysis to monitor
access
andsuch
source
from
productive
useand
of such
assets
may also
negatively
impact
we
use fossil
fuels
in our
mining and processing
operations
either ratios.
volatilities
and key financial
Credit limits
review
processes
are required
to be
financial
markets
and
our credit
our
financial
condition and
results.
directly
or through
purchase
of fossilestablished
fuel-based for
electricity.
all customers and
financial
counterparties.
The
Financial Risk Management
rating. Volatility
maythe
impact
planned

2 Business overview

oversees these as described
in sections
3.15 and
3.16. Note
23 ‘Financial
risk as renewables
as well as
the ability have Committee
The growth
of alternative
energy
supply
options, such
Aexpenditures,
number of national
governments
already introduced,
to the Financial Statements
outlines
financial
risk
management
to recover investments in mining
and nuclear,
couldour
also
present
a change
to thestrategy.
energy mix that
or
are contemplating the introduction of,management’
regulatory responses
and oil and gas projects. In addition,
may impact on fossil fuel markets.
to greenhouse gas emissions from the combustion of fossil fuels
the commercial counterparties
to address the impacts of climate change. This includes countries
The physical effects of climate change on our operations may
(customers, suppliers and financial
where
we have
operations
include changes in rainfall patterns, water shortages, rising sea
institutions)
we transact
withsuch
may,as Australia, the United States
and
Chile,
as
well
as
customer
markets
such
as
China,
India
and
levels, increased storm intensities and higher temperatures.
due to adverse market conditions, fail
Europe.
In
addition,
the
international
community
aims
to
complete
These effects may adversely impact the financial performance
to meet their contractual obligations.
a new global climate agreement at the 21st Conference of the
of our operations.
Operational
risks
Parties
(COP21)
in Paris in December 2015. The absence of
breach of
our governance
processes
may
to regulatory
We seek to
ensure
that adequateAoperating
margins
are maintained
through
ourlead
strategy
Operating certainty,
cost pressures
and
reduced
regulatory
global
policy
inconsistencies
and
the challenges
penalties
and
of reputation
to own
and operate
large, long-life,
low-cost
andloss
expandable
upstream assets.
productivity
negatively
impact across
presented
bycould
managing
our portfolio
a variety
of regulatory
operating margins
and
expansion
plans.
operate
in a global
environment
that encompasses
multiple
frameworks
has the
potential
to adversely
impact
ourconcentrated
operations effort We
The
Group’s
to reduce
operating
costs
and drive productivity
improvements
Non-operated
assets
maya not
comply
and
complex regulatory
frameworks. Our governance
and
supply chain.
From
medium
to long-term
perspective,
has realised
tangible results, withjurisdictions
a reduction in
controllable
costs.
with
our
standards.
natural
and compliance processes, which include the review of internal
we
are
likely
to see Unexpected
some adverse
changes in the cost position
The capability to sustain productivity improvements is being further enhanced through
and operational catastrophes may
controls over financial reporting and specific internal controls
of our greenhouse gas-intensive assets and
energy-intensive assets
continued refinements to our Operating Model. The Operating Model is designed to deliver
adversely impact our operations.
in relation to trade and financial sanctions, and offers of things
as a result of regulatory impacts in the countries
we operate.
a simple where
and scalable
organisation, providing a competitive advantage through defining work,
Breaches in IT security processes may
of value to government officials and representatives of state-owned
These
proposed regulatory mechanisms may
impact our
organisation
andoperations
performance measurements. Defined global business processes, including
adversely impact the conduct of our
enterprises,
may not
prevent
future Common
potential processes
breaches of law,
directly
indirectly through our suppliers
andprovide
customers.
1SAP,
a standardised way
of working across
the
organisation.
businessoractivities.
accounting
governance
practice.
Our
Code of Business
Assessments of the potential impact of future
climate
change
generate
useful
data and improve
operating or
discipline.
Global
sourcing
arrangements
have Conduct,
together
with our
policies,
such
the anti-corruption,
regulation are uncertain given the wide scope
of potentialto ensure continuity
been established
of supply
andmandatory
competitive
costs for
key as
supply
inputs.
tradeofand
sanctions
and competition
policies, may
regulatory change in the many countriesWe
in which
operate.
seek towe
influence
the application
ourfinancial
standards
to non-operated
assets.
not prevent instances of fraudulent behaviour and dishonesty
For example, the Australian Government repealed a carbon
Through the application of our risk management processes, we identify catastrophic operational
nor guarantee compliance with legal or regulatory requirements.
tax in 2014 and carbon pricing is being discussed
as part
risks and implement the critical controls and performance requirements to maintain control
This may lead to regulatory fines, disgorgement of profits,
of a broader tax reform package in Chile.effectiveness. Business continuity
plans are required to be established to mitigate consequences.
litigation, loss of operating licences and/or reputational damage.
From an industrial relations perspective, detailed planning is undertaken to support

the renegotiation of employment agreements and is supported by training and access
1.7.3 Management of principal risks
to expertise in negotiation and agreement making.

The scope of our operations and the number
of industries
we
and engage
mean
that a range
factors may impact
IT security
controlsintowhich
protect
IToperate
infrastructure,
business
applications
and of
communication
our results. Material risks that could negatively
affect
results
performance
are in
described
sectionto1.7.2
of this
Annual Report.
networks
andour
respond
toand
security
incidents are
place andinsubject
regular
monitoring
Our approach to managing these risks isand
outlined
below.
assessment. To maintain adequate levels of protection, we also continue to monitor

4 Remuneration Report

the development of threats in the external environment and assess potential responses
Risk management
to those
threats. approach

3 Corporate Governance Statement

Consistent with our portfolio risk management approach, we continue to be largely self-insured
for losses arising from property damage, business interruption and construction.

Principal risk area

+ Identifies implications
for the organisation i.e.
how they respond with
an internal carbon price,
portfolio analysis,
modelling, policy
planning.

24+BHP
Billiton
Annual Report
2015
The
report
outlines

established
approval
processes
that apply
toprovides
all majorthe
capital
projects
As We
withhave
our other
risks, forinvestment
climate change
risk our
Risk Management
GLD
framework
divestment
andaudits
acquisitions.
The Investment
Committee
oversees
these as
forand
risk asset
management.
Internal
are conducted
to test compliance
with
GLD requirements
described
in sections
3.15 and
3.16. Our
Project
Management
and
action plans
are developed
to address
any
gaps. Key
findings arefunction
reportedadditionally
to senior seeks
to ensure that
areconsidered
safe, predictable
andBoard
competitive,
and it has established
management
and projects
reports are
by relevant
committees.
a continuous improvement practice.

5 Directors’ Report

Sustainability
External risksrisks
Our
approach
to sustainability
risks is reflected
in Our Charter
and described
in sectionis
1.14,
HSEC
incidents
accidents
may
The
diversification
of our portfolio
of commodities,
geographies
and currencies
a key
Risks arise
fromorfalls
in commodity
a Company-level
safety
intervention
thatSection
was initiated
A comprehensive
set
adversely
affect
our people
or markets including
strategy
for reducing the
effects
of volatility.
1.15.1in
ofFY2015.
this Annual
Report describes
prices and
demand
in major
Level
Documents
(GLDs)
set outour
Group-wide
HSEC-related
performance
requirements
neighbouring
communities,
operations
external
factors
and trends
affecting
results and
note 23 ‘Financial
risk management’
(such as China
or Europe) or
changes of Group
to ensureStatements
effective management
control
of these
risks.
and
reputation
or licence
to operate.
to the Financial
outlines the
Group’s
financial
risk management strategy, including
in currency
exchange
rates
and actions designed
The
potential physical
market,
commodity,
andplanning,
currencyinvestment
risk. The Financial
Risk Management
Committee
oversees
by governments
and impacts
politicaland
events
Our
approach
to corporate
decision-making
and portfolio
management
related responses to climate change
these risks
as on
described
in sections
3.15 and 3.16.
also engage
with governments
that impact long-term fiscal stability. provides
a focus
the identification,
assessment
and We
management
of climate
change risks.and other
may impact the value of our Company,
Wekey
have
been applying
an internal
on carbon
in our
investment
decisions
for more
than
stakeholders
to ensure
the price
potential
adverse
impacts
of proposed
fiscal,
tax, resource
and operations and markets. Given
a decade.
Through
a comprehensive
approach
to corporate
planning,
work
investment,
infrastructure
accessand
andstrategic
regulatory
changes
are understood
andwe
where
we operate in a challenging global
with
a
broad
range
of
scenarios
to
assess
our
portfolio,
including
consideration
of
a
broad
possible mitigated.
environment straddling multiple
range of potential policy responses to and impacts from climate change. Our models suggest
jurisdictions,
a breach of our
Business risks
that BHP Billiton’s portfolio diversification results in the resilience of our overall asset valuation
governance
processes
may lead
Our Geoscience
Technology and Engineering function provides governance and technical
Risks include
the inherent
uncertainty through
all these scenarios.
to regulatory penalties and loss
leadership for Mineral Resource development and Ore Reserves reporting as described
of identifying and proving reserves,
Our approach to engagement with community stakeholders is outlined in our Community GLD.
of reputation.
in section
2.3.2.
governance
over social
reporting
of Petroleum
is described
adding and divesting assets
Businesses
are
also Our
required
to undertake
impact
opportunityreserves
assessments
to identify,
in section
2.3.1. key potential social and human rights risks.
and managing our capital
mitigate
or manage

development projects.

Our Code of Business Conduct sets out requirements related to working with integrity,
including dealings with government officials and third parties. Processes and controls are
in place for the internal control over financial reporting, including under Sarbanes-Oxley.
We have established anti-corruption and antitrust related performance requirements,
which are overseen by the Legal and Compliance function as described in section 3.17.
Additionally, the Disclosure Committee oversees our compliance with securities dealing
obligations and continuous and periodic disclosure obligations as described in sections
3.15 and 3.18.
BHP Billiton Annual Report 2015
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internal controls and risk management procedures, including board
involvement, control and monitoring; and
+ Provides a clear overview of the approach to risk management taken through identification,
assessment, control and monitoring.

CDSB requirements

Non-financial key performance REQ-01 – Policy, strategy and
indicators relevant to the
targets
particular business
REQ-04 – Sources of
environmental impact
REQ-06 – Outlook

CDP questionnaires
CC1.2a, CC7.1, CC8.2, CC8.3a,
CC9.2a, CC9.2b, CC9.2c, CC9.2d,
CC10.1a, CC10.2a, CC10.2b,
CC10.2c, CC11.2, CC11.3, CC11.5,
CC14.1
F0.5, F0.6, F1.1, F5.1, F5.2
W1.2, W1.2a, W1.2b, W1.2c, W5.1,
W5.1a, W5.2, W5.2a

Good practice examples
• Indicators reflect business activities, vision and strategy (AkzoNobel N.V./Pennon Group Plc/Marks
and Spencer Plc.).
• Connect strategy to qualitative and quantitative information and explains how the targets are to be
assessed (AkzoNobel N.V.).
• The KPIs that are used are relevant and material to individual companies (Pennon Group Plc).
Recommendations
• Communicate relevant and material KPIs. Ensure that these are accompanied by short/medium/
long term forecasts.
• Connect KPIs with other information in the mainstream report, such as overall organisational
strategy, performance and prospects.
• To demonstrate how the KPIs are used to assess the progress against targets, provide baselines and
consistent year on year disclosures.
• Differentiate KPIs and other performance indicators.

24
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Pennon Group PLC (2015)
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AkzoNobel N.V. (2014)

MARKS AND SPENCER GROUP PLC
STRATEGIC REPORT

+ KPIs include both financial and non-financial information
OUR PERFORMANCE
that is material to the individual company.

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

Strategic report | Strategic overview

Strategic
overview

Group businesses

Chris Loughlin
Chief Executive,
South West Water

South West Water

The water and wastewater services provider for
Cornwall, Devon and parts of Dorset and Somerset,
South West Water finished the K5 regulatory period
(2010-2015) with another year of strong operational
and financial performance.

South West
Water

£522.2m

2011/12

Ian McAulay
Chief Executive,
Viridor

OBJECTIVE

Profit before tax
(before exceptional items)

£167.9m

Grow Group
revenue
(statutory basis £179.7m)

2013/14

+0.1%

DEFINITION

2014/15 DATA

2,703
2,827
2,916
2,959

2011
2012

GROUP

2013
2014

2015

Total Group sales including retail sales for
owned business and wholesale sales to
-1.0%
2,928
franchise partners.

Drinking water quality Mean zonal compliance (%)

Strategy

2010

At the core of South West Water’s strategy is the
company’s commitment to delivering the services its
customers depend upon in the most efficient way
possible while minimising its environmental impact.

2011
2012
2013

Group revenue was broadly
flat year-on99.97
year, with the growth in99.99
Food sales offset
99.97
by the decline in GM and
International.
99.98
99.96

2014

Highlights of the year

• Successful K5 (2010-2015) delivery achieving
Customer service Service Incentive Mechanism (%)
financial and efficiency outperformance
66.9
2011/12
70.5
2012/13
• Acceptance of Ofwat’s Final Determination following
Underlying profit provides
73.9 additional
assessment of Business Plan to 2020UNDERLYING
as ‘enhanced’
2013/14
GROUP PROFIT 2014/15 useful+1.2%
information on74.8
the underlying
• Well placed for K6 (2015-2020) delivery
BEFORE
TAX
• Accelerated investment ahead of the new
performance of the business adjusting for
regulatory period
Bathing water
compliance
income
and (%)
significant one-off charges.
• Consistently high drinking water quality
2012
91.1
• 18th consecutive year without water restrictions
2012
60.3
Underlying PBT grew as99.3
a result of a
2013
• Continued improvements in customer service
2013
significantly improved 91.0
performance in
• Reduction in number of pollution incidents.

Increase
earnings
and returns

2014

Strategy in action
• Pure Water – providing a reliable, clean and safe
supply of drinking water
• Pure Service – delivering responsive and
RETURN
cost-effective customer services that meet
customers’ needs
ON CAPITAL
• Pure Environment – protecting and enhancing
EMPLOYED
the environment through sustainable actions
(ROCE)
and initiatives
• Financial Management – outperforming the regulatory
contract through resilient business decisions.

(2)
(3)

6

Earnings before interest, tax, depreciation, amortisation and
exceptional items
As measured through population equivalent sanitary compliance
Change in Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences
Regulations (RIDDOR) reporting criteria (see page 51 for details).

99.3
86.3

Guideline standard

Wastewater treatment(2) (%)
2010
2011
2012
2013

2014

Return on capital employed is a relative
profit measurement that demonstrates
the return the business is generating from
+5.1% assets.
99.20
its net operating
99.55
99.57
99.98
94.38

RIDDOR incidence rate (per 100,000 employees)
2010

(1)

the UK business.

EU mandatory standard

2011
2012
2013

2014

The reduction in ROCE2,008
from last year
reflects an increase in 1,628
average net
565 offset by
operating assets, partially
243
an increase in underlying earnings.
+127.2%
552

UNDERLYING
EARNINGS
PER SHARE

+4.2%

Earnings per Share (EPS) is the underlying
profit divided by the average number of
ordinary shares in issue.

Underlying EBITDA

2014/15

Underlying EBITDA

Recycling volumes traded

£10.3bn
£27.7m

80.4
135.3

(million tonnes)
1.7
1.8
1.9
1.8

2010/11

Group revenue £bn
10.0 10.3 10.3
9.9

2011/12
2012/13

+0.4%

2013/14

Strategy

Total renewable energy generation

Viridor’s stated company purpose is to give the world’s
resources new life. Viridor stands at the forefront of
transforming waste in the UK, producing energy, high quality
recyclates and raw materials.

2010/11

Highlights of the year

2014/15

• Five new Energy Recovery Facilities (ERFs) – Exeter, Ardley,
Cardiff and Runcorn I & II – delivered
• Construction of ERFs substantially advanced at
Peterborough and Glasgow and commenced at Dunbar;
Notice to Proceed at Beddington ERF issued
• £25 million investment in new advanced materials recycling
facilities at Newhouse and Rochester
• Three star ranking in Business in the Community Corporate
Responsibility Index.

£661.2m
+6.1%

(GWh)

2012/13
2013/14

11/12

2011

• Viridor has passed its strategic ‘point of inflexion’
• Orientation of Viridor business model around ‘Energy’ and
‘Recycling & Resources’ divisions is now delivering results
• Viridor’s ERF business is now operational with five new
ERFs delivered, adding to existing assets. Two-thirds of ERF
portfolio capacity now operational
• All operational facilities full at opening. 80% of committed
portfolio volumes contracted, of which 75% is long term
• Landfill Energy continues to provide good cash generation
– focus on reducing landfill operations, optimising energy
production and alternative uses for sites now being realised
• Clear regulatory drivers and expectations for recycling;
Viridor well placed to grow market share. Input, Throughput
and Output Optimisation (ITOO) programme giving positive
momentum for next year.

14.7%
LY14.8%

As at 31 March (MW)
136
136
137
136

13/14 £622.9m

2012
2013
2014

2015

+80.9%

12/13 £648.1m
11/12 £705.9m1

Total waste inputs

2012/13
2013/14

Share of profit from recovering value in waste

(%)

2010/11

46
49
35
54

13/14 14.8%

2011/12
2012/13
2013/14

2014

33.1p

889

-25.7%

7

13/14 32.2p

+2.8%
31.9p
+ Consistent year on year disclosure
priorities
The weighted average number of shares + Strategic and operational12/13
in issue during the period was 1,635.6m
over more than 4 years. (last year 1,615.0m).
are connected to non-financial
KPIs.
11/12 34.9p1
DIVIDEND
PER SHARE

Dividend per share declared in respect
of the year.
The Board is recommending a final
dividend of 11.6p per share, resulting
in a total dividend of 18.0p, 1.0p above
last year.

Marks and Spencer Plc (2015)
Strong
cash
generation

FREE CASH
FLOW (PRE
DIVIDEND)
S

Free cash flow is the net cash generated
by the business in the period before
dividend payment.
Improvement was driven by better
working capital management and
improvements in underlying EBITDA.
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12/13 £204.1m
11/12 £385.2m

PRODUCTS
WITH A
PLAN A QUALITY
A

Reduce
impact

GROSS
GREENHOUSE
GAS EMISSIONS
A

GROSS GREENHOUSE
GAS EMISSIONS
PER 1,000 SQ FT

A quality or feature regarded as a
characteristic or inherent part of a
product which has a demonstrable
positive or significantly lower
environmental and/or social impact
during its sourcing, production, supply,
use and/or disposal.
Total gross CO2e emissions resulting
from M&S operated activities worldwide.
We continue to offset emissions to a
net figure of zero (carbon neutrality).
Total gross CO2e emissions
per 1,000 sq ft resulting from M&S
operated activities worldwide.

A

– Use their own strategy and criteria
(Plan A), rather than an industry
defined KPI which would improve
comparability between companies.

64%

M&S products
2013/14 57%

+7%

64%

592,000 CO e
2

2

30 t CO e/1,000sq ft
Level

Values

Safety

Customer focused

Integrity

Deliver on commitments

Sustainability

Passion for excellence

Strategic performance

|

2

+ Core principles and values
also reflected in indicators
and performance areas.

AkzoNobel Report 2014

Importance

Qualitative information

Quantitative information

Reported

4 Integrity

High

Insight on policies and procedures

Code of Conduct reporting, Code of Conduct investigation,
Compliance monitoring, Code of Conduct training

Report 2014: Integrity and compliance, website

5 Customer needs

High

Insight on end-user segment trends
Customer excellence programs

–

Report 2014: How we create value,
Strategic performance, Business performance

9 Circular economy principles

High

Renewable energy and raw material
programs, waste reuse

Renewable raw materials, Renewable energy

Report 2014: Business performance,
Sustainability statements Notes 4 and 5

11 Economic performance and
strategy

High

Market segmentation
Description of economic performance

Economic performance and strategy

Report 2014: How we create value,
Strategic performance, Business performance

13 Product and margin
management

High

Operational excellence initiatives

–

Report 2014: Strategic performance,
Business performance

17 Resource scarcity/
material availability risks

Medium

Risk description and mitigation actions
Renewable energy and raw material
programs

Renewable raw materials, Renewable energy

Report 2014: Risk management, Business performance,
Sustainability statements Notes 4 and 5

1 Energy, resource use,
carbon emissions throughout
the value chain

High

Value chain descriptions
Insight on impacts throughout the
value chain

Resource Efficiency Index, Cradle-to-grave carbon footprint, Renewable raw
materials, Energy use, Renewable energy, Greenhouse gas emissions per ton
of production

Report 2014: How we create value,
Strategic Performance, Business performance
Sustainability statements Notes 4, 5, 15, 16 and website

3 Eco-premium solutions and
value chain management

High

Lifecycle assessment value chain
impacts
Customer partnership solutions

Eco-premium solutions with downstream benefits, Eco-premium solutions
VOC in product

Report 2014: How we create value,
Strategic performance, Business performance,
Sustainability statements Notes 4 and 5

7 Product stewardship

High

Priority substance management
Regulatory affairs

Priority substances with management plan, REACH compliance

Report 2014: Strategic performance,
Sustainability statements Note 10

10 Sustainability in the
supply chain

Medium

Supplier sustainability framework
program

Third party audits, Supplier Support Visits, Vendor Policy compliance,
Environmental supply chain aspects

Report 2014: Sustainability statements Note 7

12 Climate change

Medium

Climate change risk management,
mitigation and adaption policies

Cradle-to-grave footprint, Greenhouse gas emissions per ton of production

Report 2014: How we create value,
Strategic performance, Business performance,
Sustainability statements Notes 4 and 5

15 Operational eco-efficiency

Medium

Operational eco-efficiency program
and management

Operational eco-efficiency footprint measure

Report 2014: How we create value,
Strategic performance, Business performance,
Sustainability statements Notes 15-20

18 Biodiversity

2020 target 100%

Plan A quality

+4.4%

Talent management

Environmental

NON-FINANCIAL MEASURES
Improve
product
sustainability

Procurement

Core principles

Economic

13/14 £427.9m

+22.5%

Continuously improve

Standardize

Sustainability topics

12/13 17.0p
+1.0p
+
Non-financial KPIs are included
as
11/12
17.0p
strategic and management
priorities.

£524.2m

Simplify

Operational Control Cycle

Winning together

13/14 17.0p

18.0p

People, product and
process safety

+ Indicators aligned with
focus areas, processes and
capabilities.

(2)

Actual number of incidents was 28 (37 in 2013)
www.pennonannualreport.co.uk/2015

Industrial

Diverse and inclusive
talent development

2,165
1,238
1,429(2)
1,197(2)

2011

Consumer Goods

Innovate

Embedded safety
and sustainability

(per 100,000 employees)

2010

Transportation

Grow organically

Innovation

Cash and return on
investment

43

-20.4%

12/13 15.8%
11/12 16.4%1

RIDDOR incidence rate

Deliver dependably

Continuous improvement

Reduction of product
and process complexity

7.2

-2.7%

2014/15

2013

Earnings before interest, tax, depreciation, amortisation and exceptional items;
underlying EBITDA includes IFRIC 12 interest receivable and share of joint
venture EBITDA
(2) Change in RIDDOR reporting criteria (see page 51 for details).

Care for the customer

7.6
7.3
7.2
7.4

2011/12

2014/15

Strategic
focus areas

246

(million tonnes)

2012

(1)

Processes
and capabilities

933

13/14+19.9%
14/15

12/13

Total renewable energy capacity

Buildings
and Infrastructure

Actions

752
760
820
778

2011/12

2010/11

Strategy in action

End-user
segments

1.7

-8.4%

2014/15

(3)

(3)

Underlying EBITDA

2013/14

Profit before tax
(before exceptional items)

(statutory basis £1.0m)
Level

77.7
115.9
76.3
125.9

2013/14

(3)

Actual number of incidents was 7 (3 in 2013)

Pennon Group Plc Annual Report 2015

Leading
market positions
delivering
leading
performance

(£m)

2012/13
2012/13

£835.9m

331.3

Regulatory capital value As at 31 March (£m)

REVENUE
+3.3%

Vision:

EBITDA and underlying EBITDA(1)

Financial highlights

Revenue
GROUP FINANCIAL OBJECTIVES

2012/13

2014/15

Our strategy

Financial
statements

KPIs
286.8
305.2
317.1
330.9

2010/11

+0.4%
KPI

Governance

One of the UK’s leading resource recovery, recycling and
renewable energy businesses – achieving further strong
progress in its long-term strategy built around its ‘Energy’
and ‘Recycling & Resources’ divisions.

EBITDA(1) (£m)

Revenue

Group

Viridor

KPIs

Financial highlights

Viridor

Looking ahead Our aim is for all
M&S products to have at least one
Plan A quality by 2020. We have
targets to improve energy efficiency
by 50% and reduce refrigeration gas
emissions by 80% by 2020. We also
plan to continue to offset our gross
greenhouse gas emissions to zero
(carbon neutral).

Low

Climate change, Pollution control

–

Report 2014: Sustainability statements Notes 3, 5, 15-20

2 People and process safety

High

Insight on policies and procedures

Reportable injury rate, Behavior-based safety program, Life-Saving Rules,
Regulatory actions, Loss of containment

Report 2014: How we create value,
Strategic performance, Business performance,
Sustainability statements Notes 8 and 9

6 Employee engagement

High

Insight on policies and procedures

Employee engagement survey

Report 2014: How we create value,
Strategic performance, Business performance,
Sustainability statements Note 12

8 Talent management

High

Insight on policies and procedures

Cross-BU moves of leadership talents, Internal promotion into executive level, Report 2014: How we create value,
Retention of leadership talent, ViewPoint score on learning and growth, Female Strategic performance, Business performance,
executives, Female executive potentials, High growth market executives, High Sustainability statements Note 12
growth market executive potentials

10 Sustainability in the
supply chain

Medium

Supplier sustainability framework
programs, Human rights
commitment program

Third party audits, Supplier Support Visits, Vendor Policy compliance,
Social supply chain aspects

Report 2014: Integrity and compliance,
Sustainability statements Note 7

14 Stakeholder engagement

Medium

Framework activities

Sustainability ratings, Agency rankings

Report 2014: Sustainability statements Note 3, website

16 Community involvement

Medium

Human Cities initiative, Community
program, Business activities

Projects involved, Volunteers, Donations

Report 2014: Human Cities, Case studies, Strategic
performance, Sustainability statements Note 14, website

Social

AkzoNobel Report 2014

|

Sustainability statements

201

+ Connects strategy to sustainability topics; and
+ Importance, quantitative and qualitative
information outlined.
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Recommendations for best practice

Chapter 3

Next steps

1. Connectivity and coherence - strengthen the relationship between environmental matters
and overall corporate strategy, performance and prospects
Leading companies are beginning to present and describe the relationship between
environmental matters and their overall corporate strategy, performance and prospects. Applying
the concept of connectivity helps to show a holistic picture of the factors and relationships that
affect an organisation’s ability to create value over time.
Many annual reports lack this much needed connectivity. For example, a report may describe
environmental policies, without explaining the company’s strategies to implement them. Similarly,
in some cases environmental targets/goals lack corresponding KPIs to show performance and
progress towards them. Coherent and connected reporting demonstrates the relationships
between vision, mission, risks, policies, strategies, targets and KPIs.
2. Ensure that your report is clear and concise
Ensuring your reporting is easy to navigate, read and search is important to aid user
understanding. To achieve this, reports should be clear and straightforward, using plain language
and consistent terminology, avoiding jargon and boilerplate text and, where necessary, providing
definitions for technical terms. Data and narrative should be presented clearly and concisely in an
easy to follow structure, using appropriate signposts and labelling. Illustrations, graphs and charts
also make reports easy to read.
3. Go beyond climate change - environmental reporting is more than emissions reporting
Under the requirements for reporting environmental matters, the directive refers to “details of the
current and foreseeable impacts of the undertaking’s operations on the environment, and, as
appropriate, on… the use of renewable and/or non-renewable energy, greenhouse gas emissions,
water use and air pollution.”
Significant progress has been made in reporting climate change-related information, identifying
emissions, methodologies, boundaries, omissions, but disclosure related to other environmental
matters is limited and restricted to specialist companies such as water utilities or paper and timber
companies. Some leading companies are however beginning to communicate material risks and
opportunities associated with waste, air pollutants, water and commodities.
4. Apply guiding principles
Guiding principles are designed to ensure that environmental information in mainstream annual
report is useful, correct and complete and is based on criteria that are suitable for conducting
assurance activities. The guiding principles shall be applied in determining, preparing and
presenting environmental information. The CDSB Framework introduces the following guiding
principles:
1. Relevant and material - environmental information shall be prepared applying the principles
of relevance and materiality.
2. Faithfully represented - to ensure that information is complete, neutral and free from error
in order to be useful.
3. Connected - disclosures shall be connected with other information in the mainstream
report.
4. Consistent and comparable - to elicit information of value to investors in a way that is
consistent so as to enable a level of comparability between similar organisations, reporting
periods and sectors.
5. Clear and understandable - to aid understanding by ensuring that disclosures are easy to
navigate, read and search.
6. Verifiable - to ensure information that forms the basis for disclosures is verifiable.
7. Forward looking - To ensure that historic information in the mainstream report is
complemented with narrative on its influence on future performance of environmental
information.
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Further guidance
Framework for reporting environmental information & natural capital
The CDSB Framework sets out an approach to reporting environmental information & natural
capital in mainstream reports, such as the annual report, 10-K filing or integrated report. View
Framework.Leading companies are beginning to present and describe the relationship between
environmental matters and their overall corporate strategy, performance and prospects. Applying
the concept of connectivity helps to show a holistic picture of the factors and relationships that
affect an organisation’s ability to create value over time.
cdsb.net/Framework
CDP’s position regarding the Directive 2014/95/EU on disclosure of non-financial and diversity
information (NFR Directive)
This position paper identifies 4 key themes to coordinate at the European level to support the
optimal outcome of the NFR Directive:
• Coordination of the development of non-financial reporting standards as a parallel to their
financial equivalent;
• Accessibility – where not included in the non-financial reporting as envisaged by the Directive, •

companies should, at a minimum, state where the information can be found;
• Comparability – a standard to align the reporting of environmental & natural capital information
and disclosure of solid, substantial information is crucial for efficient financial assessment; and
• Verifiability – non-financial information must be “assurable” as companies will need to mve this
forward over time in order to provide confidence in reported information.

Comply or explain: A review of FTSE 350 companies’ environmental reporting and greenhouse
gas emission disclosures in annual reports
CDSB has comprehensively reviewed the annual reports of the FTSE 350 listed companies in the
report. This review discusses the disclosure of environmental information in the annual reports of
FTSE350 companies following the implementation of mandatory greenhouse gas reporting in the
UK (updates to the Companies Act 2006).
Comply or explain focuses on comparative sector analysis and uses illustrative examples to
provide evidence of current practice following the policy revision. The report proposes steps that
could be taken by regulators to enhance the enabling environment for disclosure. It was reviewed
by Oxford University’s Saïd Business School.
cdsb.net/FTSE350
Making the connections – showing alignment in non-financial reporting approaches
Driving consistency sits at the core of everything we do. To help you navigate the different codes,
frameworks and standards that inform corporate non-financial reporting practice, we have
prepared a table showing how some of the most widely used reporting approaches align with
each other and with CDSB’s reporting principles and requirements on environmental information
and natural capital.
cdsb.net/connections
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